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Abstract

Learning with hidden variables is a central challenge
in probabilistic graphical models that has important
implications for many real-life problems. The classical
approach is using the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm. This algorithm, however, can get trapped in
local maxima. In this paper we explore a new approach
that is based on the Information Bottleneck principle.
In this approach, we view the learning problem as a
tradeoff between two information theoretic objectives.
The first is to make the hidden variables uninformative
about the identity of specific instances. The second is
to make the hidden variables informative about the ob-
served attributes. By exploring different tradeoffs be-
tween these two objectives, we can gradually converge
on a high-scoring solution. As we show, the result-
ing, Information Bottleneck Expectation Maximization
(IB-EM) algorithm, manages to find solutions that are
superior to standard EM methods.

1 Introduction

In recent years there has been a great deal of research on
learning graphical models in general, and Bayesian net-
works in particular, from data [14, 9]. A central chal-
lenge in learning graphical models is learning with hidden
(or latent) variables. Hidden variables typically serve as a
summarizing mechanism that “captures” information from
some of the observed variables and “passes” this informa-
tion to some other part the network. As such, hidden vari-
ables can simplify the network structure and consequently
lead to better generalization. The classical approach to
learning with hidden variables is based on the Expecta-
tion Maximization (EM) [3, 12] algorithm. This algorithm
performs a greedy search of the likelihood surface and is
proven to converge to a local stationary point (usually a
local maximum). Unfortunately, in hard real-life learning
problems, there are many local maxima that can trap EM
in a poor solution. Attempts to address this problem use a
variety of strategies (e.g., [4, 8, 11, 15]).

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to learning
Bayesian networks with hidden variables. In this approach,
we view the learning problem as a tradeoff between two
information theoretic objectives. The first objective is to
compress information about the training data. The sec-
ond objective is to make the hidden variables informative

about the observed attributes to ensure they preserve the
relevant information. By exploring different tradeoffs be-
tween these two objectives, we gradually converge on a
high-scoring solution.

Our approach builds on the Information Bottleneck
framework of Tishby et al [17] and its multivariate exten-
sion [6]. This framework provides methods for construct-
ing new variables T that are stochastic functions of one set
of variables Y and at the same time provide information
on another set of variables X. The intuition is that the new
variables T capture the relevant aspects of Y that are infor-
mative about X. We show how to pose the learning prob-
lem within the multivariate Information Bottleneck frame-
work and derive a target Lagrangian for the hidden vari-
ables. We then show that this Lagrangian is an extension of
the Lagrangian formulation of EM of Neal and Hinton [13],
with an additional regularization term. By controlling the
strength of this regularization term with a scale parameter,
we can explore a range of target functions. On the one end
of the spectrum there is a trivial target where compression
of the data is total and all relevant information is lost. On
the other end is the target function of EM.

The continuity of target functions allows us to learn us-
ing a procedure that is motivated by the deterministic an-
nealing approach [15]. We start with the optimum of the
trivial target function and slowly change the scale parame-
ter while tracking the solution at each step on the way. We
present an alternative view of the optimization problem in
the joint space of the model parameters and the scaling fac-
tor. This provides an appealing method for scanning the
range of solutions as in homotopy continuation [19]. Our
procedure automatically increases the effective cardinality
of the hidden variables as it progresses. Thus, by stopping
the procedure at an earlier stage, we can reach a solution
that has better generalization properties.

We extend our Information Bottleneck EM (IB-EM)
framework for multiple hidden variables and any Bayesian
network structure. We further show that the relation of the
Information Bottleneck and EM holds for this case and for
variational EM [10]. Finally, we show that the IB-EM al-
gorithm is effective in learning models for hard real-life
problems, and is often superior to EM based methods.



2 Bayesian Networks

Consider a finite set X = {X1, . . . , Xn} of random vari-
ables. A Bayesian network (BN) is an annotated directed
acyclic graph that encodes a joint probability distribution
over X . The nodes of the graphs correspond to the ran-
dom variables. Each node is annotated with a conditional
probability distribution (CPD) of the random variable given
its parents Pai in the graph G. The joint distribution can
then be written as P (X1, . . . , Xn) =

∏n
i=1 P (Xi|Pai).

The graph G represents independence properties that are
assumed to hold in the underlying distribution: Each X i is
independent of its non-descendants given its parents Pa i.

Suppose we have a network structure G over X . Given
a training set D = {x[1], . . . ,x[M ]} that consists of in-
stances of X ⊂ X , we want to learn parameters for the
network. In the Maximum Likelihood setting we want to
maximize the log-likelihood function log P (D | G, θ) =∑

m log P (x[m] | G, θ). This function can be equiva-
lently written as IEP̂ [log P (X | g, θ)] where P̂ is the em-
pirical distribution (frequencies) in D. In practice, we also
add a prior P (θ) on parameters, and then try to maximize
IEP̂ [log P (X | θ)] + 1

N log P (θ) which results in MAP es-
timation (the 1

N term compensate for rescaling of the like-
lihood in the expectation). These priors can be thought of
as adding imaginary instances that are distributed accord-
ing to a certain distribution (e.g., uniform) to the training
data [9]. Consequently, from this point on we view priors
as modifying the empirical distribution with additional in-
stances, and then apply the maximum likelihood principle.

3 Multivariate Information Bottleneck

The Information Bottleneck method [17] is a general in-
formation theoretic clustering framework. Given a joint
distribution Q(X, Y ) of two variables, it attempts to finds
a bottleneck variable T defined by a stochastic function
Q(T | Y ). This variable compresses the information in Y
while preserving the information that is relevant to X . For
example, the variable T might be used to define a soft clus-
tering on words appearing in documents while preserving
the information relevant to the topic of these documents.

The multivariate extension of this framework [6] allows
the definition of several cluster variables as well as the de-
sired interactions between them and the observed variables.
The desirable interactions are represented via two Bayesian
networks, one called Gin , representing the required com-
pression, and the other called Gout representing the inde-
pendencies that we are striving for between the bottleneck
variables and the target variables. In Figure 1, G in speci-
fies that we want to minimize the information between Y
and T (that compresses Y ) and Gout specifies that we want
T to make Y and the variables Xis independent of each
other. These two objectives are conflicting, and the trade-
off between them “squeezes” the information Y contains
about the Xi’s.

(b) Gout = P

T
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(a) Gin = Q

Figure 1: Definition of Gin and Gout for the Multivariate Infor-
mation Bottleneck framework

Formally, the framework of Friedman et al [6], attempts
to minimize the following objective function

L[P, Q] = IIQ(Y ; T ) + γID(Q(Y, T,X)||P (Y, T,X)) (1)

where ID is the Kulback Leibler divergence [2], P and Q
are joint probabilities that can be represented by the net-
works of Gin and Gout , respectively. Minimization is
over possible parameterizations of Q(T | Y ) (the marginal
Q(Y,X) is given and fixed) and over possible parameteri-
zations of P (Y, T,X) that can be represented by Gout . In
other words, we want to compress Y in such a way that the
distribution defined by Gin is as close as possible to de-
sired distribution of Gout . The scale parameter γ balances
these two factors. When γ is zero we are only interested in
compressing the variable Y and we resort to the trivial solu-
tion of a single cluster (or an equivalent parameterization).
When γ is high we concentrate on choosing Q(T | Y ) that
is close to a distribution satisfying the independencies en-
coded by Gout .

4 Learning a Hidden Variable

The main focus of the Information Bottleneck is on the
learned distribution Q(T | Y ). This distribution can be
thought of as a soft clustering of the original data. Our em-
phasis in this work is somewhat different. Given a dataset
D = {x[1], . . . ,x[M ]}, we are interested in learning a bet-
ter generative model describing the distribution of the ob-
served attributes X. That is, we want to give high proba-
bility to new data instances from the same source. In the
learned network, the hidden variables will serve to “sum-
marize” some part of the data while retaining the relevant
information on some/all of the observed variables X.

We start by extending the multivariate information bottle-
neck framework for the task of generalization where, in ad-
dition to the task clustering, we are also interested in learn-
ing the generative model of P . We first consider the case
of a single hidden variable T , and extend the framework to
several hidden variables in Section 5.

4.1 The Information Bottleneck EM Lagrangian

Intuitively, the task of generalization requires that we “for-
get” the specific training examples at hand but preserve the
general form of the distribution over the observed variables.
That is, we want to compress the identity of specific in-
stances. On the other hand, since the observed variables are



deterministically known when given the identity of a spe-
cific instance, we expect to loose information about the ob-
served variables while performing this compression. This
defines a tradeoff between the compression of the identity
of specific instances and the preservation of the informa-
tion relevant to the observed variables. We now formalize
this idea.

We define a new variable Y that denotes the instance
identity. That is, Y takes values in {1, . . . , M} and
Y [m] = m. We define Q(Y,X) to be the empirical dis-
tribution of the attributes X in the data, augmented with
the distribution of the new variable Y . For each instance
y, x[y] is the value X take in the specific instance. We
now apply the Information Bottleneck with the graph G in

of Figure 1. The choice of the graph Gout depends on
the network we want to learn. We take it to be the target
Bayesian network with the additional variable Y and T as
its parent. For simplicity, we consider the simple cluster-
ing model of Gout where T is the parent of X1, . . . , Xn.
In practice, and as will be seen in section 6, any choice of
Gout can be used.

We can now apply the Information Bottleneck framework
to this pair of graphs. This will attempt to define condi-
tional probability Q(T | Y ) so that Q(T, Y,X) = Q(T |
Y )Q(Y,X) can be approximated by a distribution that fac-
torizes according to Gout . This construction will aim to
find T that captures the relevant information the instance
identity has about the observed attributes.

We start by determining the objective function for the par-
ticular choice of Gin and Gout we are dealing with.

Proposition 4.1: Minimizing the information bottleneck
objective function Eq. (1) is equivalent to minimizing the
Lagrangian

LEM = IIQ(T ; Y )−γ (IEQ[log P (X, T )] − IEQ[log Q(T )])

as a function of Q(T | Y ) and P (X, T ).

Proof: Using the chain rule and the structure of P , we can
write P (Y,X, T ) = P (Y | T )P (X, T ). Similarly, since
X is independent of T given Y , we can write Q(Y,X, T ) =
Q(Y | T )Q(T )Q(X | Y ). Thus,

ID(Q(Y,X, T )||P (Y,X, T ))

= IEQ

[
log

Q(Y | T )Q(T )Q(X | Y )
P (Y | T )P (X, T )

]

= ID(Q(Y | T )||P (Y | T )) + IEQ[log Q(X | Y )] +
IEQ[log Q(T )] − IEQ[log P (X, T )]

By setting P (Y | T ) = Q(Y | T ), the first term reaches
zero, its minimal value. The second term is a constant
(since we cannot change Q(X | Y ). And thus, we need
to minimize the last two terms and the result follows im-
mediately.

An immediate question is how this target function re-
lates to standard maximum likelihood learning. To explore

the connection, we use a formulation of EM introduced by
Neal and Hinton [13]. Although EM is usually thought of
in terms of changing the parameters of the target function
P , Neal and Hinton show how to view it as a dual optimiza-
tion of P and an auxiliary distribution Q. Using the same
notation, we can write the functional defined by Neal and
Hinton as

F [Q, P ] = IEQ[log P (X, T )] + IHQ(T | Y )

where IHQ(T | Y ) = IEQ[− log Q(T | Y )], and Q(X) is
fixed to be the observed empirical distribution.

Theorem 4.2: [13] If (Q∗, P∗) is a stationary point of F ,
then P ∗ is a stationary point of the log-likelihood function
IEQ[log P (X)].

Moreover, Neal and Hinton show that an EM iteration cor-
responds to maximizing the choice Q(T | Y ) while holding
P fixed, and then maximizing P while holding Q(T | Y )
fixed.

The form of F [Q, P ] is quite similar to the IB-EM La-
grangian, and indeed we can relate the two.

Proposition 4.3: LEM = (1 − γ)IIQ(T ; Y ) − γF [Q, P ]

Proof: Using the identity IHQ(T | Y ) = −IEQ[log Q(T )]−
IIQ(T ; Y ), we can write

F [Q, P ] = IEQ[log P (X, T )]− IEQ[log Q(T )]− IIQ(T ; Y )

and the result follows immediately.

As a consequence, minimizing the IB-EM Lagrangian
is equivalent to maximizing the EM functional combined
with an information theoretic regularization term. When
γ = 1 the Lagrangian and the EM functional are equiv-
alent and finding a local minima of LEM is equivalent to
finding a local maxima of the likelihood function.

4.2 The IB-EM Algorithm

For a specific value of γ, the Information Bottleneck EM
(IB-EM) algorithm can then be described as iterations sim-
ilar to the EM iterations of Neal and Hinton [13].

• E-step: Minimize LEM by optimizing Q(T | Y )
while holding P fixed.

• M-step: Minimize LEM by optimizing P while hold-
ing Q fixed.

The M-Step is essentially the standard maximum likeli-
hood optimization of Bayesian networks. To see that, note
that the only term that involves P is IEQ[log P (X, T )]. This
term has the form of a log-likelihood function with the
“empirical” distribution Q. Since the distribution is over
all the variables, we can use sufficient statistics of P for
efficient estimates. Thus, the M step consists of comput-
ing expected sufficient statistics given Q, and then using a
“plug-in” formula for choosing the parameters of P .



The E-step is a bit more involved. We need to optimize
Q(T | Y ). To do this we use the following two results that
follow from results of Friedman et al [6].

Proposition 4.4: Q(T |Y ) is a stationary point of LEM

with respect to a fixed choice of P if and only if for all
values t and y of T and Y , respectively,

Q(t|y) =
1

Z(y)
Q(t)1−γ expγEP(t,y) (2)

where EP (t, y) ≡ log P (x[y], t) and Z(y) is a normaliz-
ing constant.

Proposition 4.5: A stationary point of LEM is achieved by
iteratively applying the self-consistent equations of Propo-
sition 4.4.

In most cases the stationary convergence point reached
by applying these self-consistent equations will be a local
maxima.

Combining this result, with the result of Neal and Hin-
ton that show that optimization of P increases F (P, Q),
we conclude that both the E-step and the M-step decrease
LEM until we reach stationary point.

4.3 Bypassing Local Maxima using Continuation

As discussed above, the parameter γ balances the desire to
compress the data and the desire to fit parameters to Gout .
When γ is close to 0, our only objective is compressing the
data. and the effective dimensionality of T will be 1 lead-
ing to a trivial solution. At larger values of γ we pay more
and more attention to the distribution of Gout , and we can
expect additional states of T to be utilized. Ultimately, we
can expect each sample to be assigned to a different clus-
ter (if the dimensionality of T allows it). Proposition 4.3
tells us that at the limit of γ = 1 our solution will actually
converge to one of the standard EM possible solutions.

Naively, we could allow a high cardinality for the hidden
variable, set γ to a “high” value and find the bottleneck
solution at that point. There are several drawbacks to this
approach. First, we will typically converge to a sub-optimal
solution for a given cardinality and γ, all the more so for
γ = 1 where there are many such maxima. Second, we
often do not know the correct cardinality that should be
assigned to the hidden variable. If we use a cardinality for
T that is too large, learning will be less robust and might
become intractable. If T has too low a dimensionality, we
will not fully utilize the potential of the hidden variable.
We would like to somehow identify the beneficial number
of clusters without having to simply try many options.

To cope with this task, we adopt the deterministic anneal-
ing strategy [15]. In this strategy, we start with γ = 0 where
a single cluster solution (high entropy) is optimal and com-
pression is total. We then progress toward higher values of
γ. This gradually introduces additional structure into the
learned model.

There are several ways of executing this general strat-
egy. The common approach is simply to increase γ in fixed
steps, and after each increment apply the iterative algorithm
to re-attain a (local) minima with the new value of γ. On
the problems we examine in Section 6, this naive approach
did not prove successful. Instead, we use a more refined ap-
proach that utilizes continuation methods for executing this
strategy. This approach provides means for automatically
tuning the appropriate change in the size of γ, and also en-
sures we keep track of the solution from one iteration to the
next.

To perform continuation, we view the optimization prob-
lem in the joint space of the parameters and γ. In this space
we want to follow a smooth path from the trivial solution at
γ = 0 to a solution at γ = 1. Furthermore we would like to
require that the fix-point equations hold at all points along
the path. Continuation theory [19] guarantees that, exclud-
ing degenerate cases, such a path, free of discontinuities,
indeed exists.

We start by characterizing such paths. Note that once we
fix the parameter Q(T | Y ), the parameters of the optimal
choice of P are determined as a function of Q. Thus, we
take Q(T | Y ) and γ as the only free parameters in our
problem. As we have shown in Proposition 4.4, when the
gradient of the Lagrangian is zero, Eq. (2) holds for each
value of t and y. Thus, we want to consider paths where all
of these equations hold. We define

Gt,y(Q, γ) = − logQ(t|y) + (1 − γ) log Q(t)+
γEP (t, y) − log Z(y) (3)

Clearly, Gt,y(Q, γ) = 0 exactly when Eq. (2) holds for t
and y. Our goal is then to follow an equi-potential path
where all Gt,y(Q, γ) functions are zero starting from some
small value of γ upto the desired EM solution at γ = 1.

Suppose we are at a point (Q0, γ0) where all the Gt,y

functions are equal to 0. We want to move in a direction
∆ = (dQ, dγ) so that (Q0 +dQ, γ0 +dγ) also satisfies the
fix-point equations. To do so, we want to find a direction
∆, so that

∀t, y, ∇Q,γGt,y(Q0, γ0) · ∆ = 0 (4)

Computing the derivatives of Gt,y(Q, γ) with respect
to each of the parameters results in a derivative matrix
H(Q, γ). Rows of the matrix correspond to each of the
L = |T | × |Y | functions of Eq. (3), and columns corre-
spond to the L parameters of Q as well γ. The entries cor-
respond to the partial derivative of the function associated
with the row with respect to the parameter associated with
the column.

To find a direction ∆ that satisfies Eq. (4) we need satisfy
the matrix equation

H(Q, γ)∆ = 0 (5)

In other words, we are trying to find a vector in the null-
space of H(Q, γ). Note that H is an L × (L + 1) ma-



trix and the direction vector is of length L + 1. Thus, the
null-space is of dimension L + 1 − Rank(H(Q, γ)). Nu-
merically, excluding measure zero cases [19], we expect
Rank(H(Q, γ)) to be full, i.e., L. Thus there is a unique
(upto to scaling) solution to Eq. (5).

Finding this direction, however, can be costly. Notice that
H(Q, γ) is of size L(L+1). This number is quadratic in the
training set size, and so just computing the matrix is pro-
hibitively expensive, even for small datasets. Instead, we
resort to approximating H(Q, γ) by a matrix that contains
only the diagonal entries ∂Gt,y(Q,γ)

∂Q(t|y) and the last column
∂Gt,y(Q,γ)

∂γ . In our case these are also the most significant
values of the matrix since in the off-diagonal derivatives
many terms are set to zero. Once we make the approxima-
tion, we can solve Eq. (5) in time linear in L.

Note that once we find a vector ∆ that satisfies Eq. (5), we
still need to decide on the size of the step we want to take
in that direction. There are various standard approaches,
such as normalizing the direction vector to a predetermined
size. However, in our problem, we have a natural measure
of progress. Recall that II(T ; Y ) increases when T captures
information about the samples. In all runs II(T ; Y ) starts at
0, and is upper-bounded by the log of the cardinality of T .
Moreover, the “interesting” steps in the learning process
occur when II(T ; Y ) grows. These are exactly the points
where the balance between the two terms in the Lagrangian
changes and the second term grows sufficiently to allow the
first term to increase II(T ; Y ).

With this intuition at hand, we want to normalize the step
size by the expected change in II(T ; Y ). If we are at a re-
gion where changes in the parameters are not influencing
II(T ; Y ), then we can make a big step. On the other hand,
if the change has a strong influence on II(T ; Y ), then we
want to carefully track the solution. Formally, we compute
∇Q,γII(T ; Y ) and rescale the direction vector so that

(∇Q,γIIQ(T ; Y ))′ · ∆ = ε

where ε is a predetermined step size. We also bound the
minimal and maximal change in γ so that we do not get
trapped in too many steps or alternatively overlook the re-
gions of change.

Finally, although the continuation method takes us in the
correct direction, the approximation as well as inherent nu-
merical instability can lead us to a suboptimal path. To
cope with this situation, we adopt a commonly used heuris-
tic used in deterministic annealing. At each value of γ, we
slightly perturb the current solution and re-solve the self-
consistent equations. If this perturbation leads to a higher
Lagrangian, we take it as our current solution.

To summarize, our procedure works as follows: we start
with γ = 0 for which only the trivial solution exists. At
each stage we compute the direction of γ and Q(T |Y ) that
will leave the fix-point equations intact. We then take a
small step in this direction and apply IB-EM iterations to

attain the fix-point equilibrium at the new value of γ. We
repeat these iterations until we reach γ = 1.

4.4 Regularization and Generalization

In the discussion so far we were concerned with reaching
the value of γ = 1 with a good solution. As the experi-
mental results below show, by using continuation methods
our algorithm manages to reach solutions that are superior
to running standard EM.

However, in many domains, maximizing the likelihood
can lead to overfitting and poor generalization. Thus it
is common in machine learning to use regularization to
counterweight the tendency to overfit the training exam-
ples. We can use priors to reduce this effect. However,
they do not guarantee the best generalization performance.
As discussed above, we want to learn hidden variables with
a large cardinality and use regularization to determine their
effective cardinality

The information bottleneck formalization provides a form
of regularization that arise naturally from the definition of
the learning problem. When we learn with γ < 1, the com-
pression term counteracts the tendency to overfit the data.
Thus, we might get better generalization with parameters
we estimate for intermediate values of γ. Indeed, when
we examine models learned in different continuation iter-
ations, we see that later iterations, when γ is closer to 1,
can degrade the generalization performance. This observa-
tion suggests that, for learning purposes, we would prefer
to learn a model at some γ∗ that is usually smaller than 1.
The technical challenge is how to select γ∗.

A relatively straightforward but somewhat costly ap-
proach is to use a cross-validation (CV) test. In this ap-
proach we perform k runs of our algorithm, each one learn-
ing from (k − 1)/k’th of the training data. In each run we
evaluate intermediate models on the remaining 1/k’th data.
We can then estimate the generalization at different values
of γ by averaging the log-likelihood of the held-out data at
this value of γ in each of the k folds. We use this evaluation
to estimate γ∗, and then perform the continuation process
on the whole training data up to the critical γ ∗. It is im-
portant to stress that this approach utilizes only the training
data in order to predict the value of γ ∗ at which generaliza-
tion will be best.

5 Multiple Hidden Variables

The framework we described in the previous section can
easily accommodate learning networks with multiple hid-
den variables simply by treating T as a vector of hidden
variables. In this case, the distribution Q(T | Y ) describes
the joint distribution of the hidden variables for each value
of Y , and P (T,X) describes their joint distribution with
the attributes X in the desired network. Unfortunately, if
the number of variables T is large, the representation of
Q(T | Y ) grows exponentially, and this approach becomes
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Figure 2: Definition of networks for the Multivariate Information
Bottleneck framework with multiple hidden variables. (a) shows
Gin with the mean field assumption. (b) shows a possible hierar-
chy for Gout .

infeasible.

One strategy to alleviate this problem is to force Q(T |
Y ) to have a factorized form. This reduces the cost of rep-
resenting Q and also the cost of performing inference . As
an example, we can require that Q(T | Y ) is factored as
a product

∏
i Q(Ti | Y ). This assumption is similar to the

mean field variational approximation (e.g., [10]).

In the Multivariate Information Bottleneck framework,
different factorizations of Q(T | Y ) correspond to dif-
ferent choices of networks Gin . For example, the mean
field factorization is achieved when Gin is such that the
only parent of each Ti is Y , as in Figure 2. In general, we
can consider other choices where we introduce edges be-
tween the different Ti’s. For any such choice of Gin , we
get exactly the same Lagrangian as in the case of a sin-
gle hidden variable. The main difference is that since Q
has a factorized form, we can decompose IIQ(T; Y ). For
example, if we use the mean field factorization, we get
IIQ(T; Y ) =

∑
i IIQ(Ti; Y ). Similarly, we can decompose

IEQ[log P (X,T)] into a sum of terms, one for each family
in P . These two factorization can lead to tractable compu-
tation of the first two terms of the Lagrangian as written in
Proposition 4.1. Unfortunately, the last term IEQ[log Q(T)]
cannot be evaluated efficiently. Thus, we approximate this
term as

∑
i IEQ[log Q(Ti)]. For the mean field factoriza-

tion, the resulting Lagrangian (with this approximation) has
the form

L+
EM =

∑
i IIQ(Ti; Y )−

γ (IEQ[log P (X, T )] − ∑
i IEQ[log Q(Ti)])

As in the case of a single hidden variable, we can charac-
terize fix-point equations that hold in stationary points of
the Lagrangian.

Proposition 5.1: Assuming a mean field approximation for
Q(T | Y ), a (local) maximum of L+

EM is achieved by it-
eratively solving the following self-consistent equations for
every hidden variable i independently.

Q(ti|y) =
1

Z(i, y)
Q(ti)1−γ expγEP(ti,y)

where EP (ti, y) ≡ IEQ(T|ti,y)[log P (x[y],T)] and Z(i, y)
is a normalizing constant.

The proof follows the lines of Theorem 7.1 of [6]. The
only difference in the computation of the fix-point equa-
tions is in the derivative of IEQ[log P (x[y],T)] with respect

to Q(ti | y) resulting in the different form for EP (t i, y),
that can still be computed efficiently. It is easy to see that
when a single hidden variable is considered, the two forms
coincide.

A more interesting consequence of this discussion is that
when γ = 1, maximizing L+

EM is equivalent to perform-
ing mean field EM [10]. Thus, by using the modified La-
grangian we generalize this variational learning principle,
and as we show below manage to reach better solutions.
We can easily extend the same idea to describe a correspon-
dence between different choices of G in and the “matching”
structural approximation when applied to standard EM. For
lack of space, we do not go into details here, although they
are fairly straightforward.

To summarize, the IB-EM algorithm of section 4.2 can be
easily generalized to handle multiple hidden variables by
simply altering the form of EP (ti, y) in the fix-point equa-
tions. All other details, such as the continuation method,
remain unchanged.

6 Experimental Validation

To evaluate the IB-EM method, we examine its general-
ization performance on several types of models on three
real-life datasets. In each architecture, we consider net-
works with hidden variables of different cardinality, where
for simplicity we use the same cardinality for all hidden
variables in the same network. We now briefly describe the
datasets and the model architectures we use.

The Stock dataset records up/same/down daily changes
of 20 major US technology stocks over a period of several
years [1]. The training set includes 1213 samples and the
test set includes 303 instances. We trained a Naive Bayes
hidden variable model where the hidden variable is a parent
of all the observations.

The Digits dataset contains 400 instances sampled from
the USPS (US Postal Service) dataset of handwritten digits
(see http://www.kernel-machines.org/data.html). This data
includes 40 images for each digit. An image is represented
by 256 variables, each denotes the gray level of one pixel
in a 16 × 16 matrix. We discretized pixel values into 10
equal bins. We used 320 images as a training set and 80 as
a test set.

On this data we tried several network architectures. The
first is a Naive Bayes model with a single hidden variable.
In addition, we examined more complex hierarchical mod-
els. In these models we introduce a hidden parents to each
quadrant of the image recursively. The 3-level hierarchy
has a hidden parent to each 8x8 quadrant, and then another
hidden variable that is the parent of these four hidden vari-
ables. The 4-level hierarchy starts with 4x4 blocks, and has
an additional intermediate level of hidden variables (total
of 21 hidden variables).

The Yeast dataset contains expression measurement the
baker’s yeast genes in 173 experiments [7]. These experi-



Table 1: Comparison of the IB-EM algorithm, 50 runs of EM with random starting points and 50 runs of mean field EM from the same
random starting points. Shown are train and test log-likelihood per instance for the best and 80th percentile of the random runs. Also
shown is the percentile of the runs that are worse than the IB-EM results. Datasets shown include a Naive Bayes model for the Stock
dataset, and the Digit dataset; a 3 and 4 level hierarchical model for the Digit dataset (DigH3 and DigH4); and an hierarchical model for
the Yeast dataset. For each model we show several cardinalities for the hidden variables, shown in the first column.

Train Log-Likelihood Test Log-Loss
Model IB-EM Restarts EM Mean Field EM IB-EM Restarts EM Mean Field EM

%< 100% 80% %< 100% 80% %< 100% 80% %< 100% 80%
Stock
C=3 -19.91 62% -19.90 -19.90 -19.90 76% -19.88 -19.89
C=4 -19.47 98% -19.46 -19.52 -19.52 96% -19.52 -19.62
C=5 -19.16 94% -19.15 -19.24 -19.31 98% -19.30 -19.39
Digit
C=5 -297.42 100% -299.16 -306.47 -319.48 100% -320.74 -327.42
C=10 -269.54 100% -287.50 -295.45 -333.29 76% -326.10 -332.52
DigH3
C=2 -333.05 94% -332.69 -333.59 100% -333.41 -334.12 -332.016 94% -331.32 -333.08 100% -332.68 -333.72
C=3 -313.66 98% -313.17 -315.29 100% -315.32 -316.53 -321.617 98% -320.80 -323.33 100% -322.95 -324.47
C=4 -299.21 100% -301.18 -304.20 100% -302.84 -306.40 -312.979 100% -317.79 -320.29 100% -318.97 -322.76
DigH4
C=2 -322.77 20% -320.45 -321.07 100% -323.11 -323.98 -325.276 30% -322.67 -323.41 100% -326.11 -326.82
C=3 -297.87 14% -294.22 -295.56 100% -299.59 -301.02 -309.991 12% -304.93 -306.83 100% -311.74 -312.86
C=4 -284.42 8% -278.80 -281.03 100% -287.80 -288.41 -303.602 8% -297.31 -299.65 100% -305.45 -308.07
Yeast
C=2 -149.80 22% -148.33 -148.66 100% -150.01 -150.35 -148.89 28% -147.48 -147.78 100% -149.12 -149.52
C=3 -141.72 0% -139.58 -139.77 100% -141.84 -142.07 -140.78 0% -138.56 -138.76 100% -140.91 -141.13
C=4 -139.60 0% -136.48 -136.66 100% -139.65 -139.80 -138.93 0% -135.68 -135.87 92% -138.82 -139.00
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Figure 4: Comparison of test performance of the IB-EM algo-
rithm to the cumulative performance of 50 random EM and mean
field EM runs on the 3-level hierarchy model with binary variables
for the Digit domain.

ments measure the yeast response to changes in its environ-
mental conditions. For each experiment the expression of
6152 genes were measured. We discretized the expression
of genes into ranges down/same/up by using a threshold
of +/- standard deviation from the gene’s mean expression
across all experiments. In this data, we treat each gene as
an instance that is described by its behavior in the different
experiments. We randomly partitioned the data into 4922
training instances (genes) and 1230 test instances.

The model we learned for this data has an hierarchical
structure with 19 hidden variables in a 3-level hierarchy
that was determined by the nature of the different experi-
ments. The middle level has a hidden parent to all similar

conditions (e.g., different types of heat shock), and the top
level contains a single variable that is parent of all variables
in the middle level.

As a first sanity check, for each model (and each cardi-
nality of hidden variables) we performed 50 runs of EM
with random starting points. These resulted in parameters
that have a wide range of likelihoods both on the training
set and the test set. These results (which we elaborate on
below), indicate that these learning problems are challeng-
ing in the sense that EM runs are trapped in different local
maxima.

Next, we considered the application of IB-EM on these
problems. We performed a single IB-EM run on each prob-
lem and compared it to the 50 random EM runs, and also
to 50 random mean field EM runs. For example, Figure 4
compares the test set performance (log-likelihood per in-
stance) of these runs on the Digit dataset with a 3-level hi-
erarchy of binary hidden variables. The solid lines shows
the performance of the IB-EM solution at γ = 1. The two
dotted lines show the accumulative performance of the ran-
dom runs. As we can see, the IB-EM model is superior to
all the mean field EM runs, and to 94% of the EM runs.

It is important to note the time required by these runs,
all on a Pentium IV 2.4 Ghz machine. A single mean field
EM run requires approximately 1 minute, an exact EM ran-
dom run requires roughly 25 minutes, and the single IB-EM
run took 27 minutes. Thus, IB-EM takes about the same
time as 25-30 mean field EM runs but reaches solutions
that none of these runs achieve. The IB-EM run time is
roughly similar to the exact EM in terms of time, but we
would need about 20 such runs to get to a comparable so-
lution. These proportions hold for other datasets, although
for harder problems the standard EM runs are somewhat
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(a) DigH3, C=2 (b) Digit, Naive Bayes, C=25

Figure 3: Continuation performance for two runs. (top panel) Log-likelihood per instance vs. γ. The dotted lines show the best and
80th percentile of 50 random EM runs. (middle panel) Log-likelihood of unseen test data. (bottom panel) Predicted test performance
using cross validation on training data. Vertical line, denotes CV estimate of γ∗. Circles mark values of γ for which the Lagrangian was
evaluated during the continuation process.

more expensive (4-5 times) than the IB-EM runs.

Table 1 summarizes the results of these comparisons on
the different learning problems. It shows both the training
set and test performance of the different methods. We show
the best and the 80% run for each group of 50 random start-
ing points, as well as the relative percentile of the IB-EM
solution among these runs. As we can see, IB-EM runs
outperforms random restarts for the Naive Bayes models
in most cases. For the harder problems that involve a hi-
erarchy of hidden variables, the situation is more complex.
When we compare IB-EM to the mean field EM, we see
that it is consistently better, often by a non-trivial margin.

When we compare IB-EM to exact EM we see that in
the simpler 3-level Digit hierarchal models IB-EM is better
than most of the EM runs. However, in the more com-
plex hierarchal models the performance of IB-EM is worse
than most EM runs. Our hypothesis is that this drop in
performance is due to the inherent limitations of the mean
field approximation in these models. This approximation
loses much of the information about interactions between
the hidden variables. We stress, however, that we selected
models where we can perform exact inference over the hid-
den variables so that we can compare to exact EM. In many
applications exact inference is infeasible, and approxima-
tions are needed. Clearly the mean field approximation is
quite crude. Yet, as we discussed above, our framework
allows to use more refined variational approximations, and
we expect that these will improve the performance for both
variational EM and IB-EM.

We also compared the IB-EM method to the perturbation
method of Elidan et al [4]. Briefly, their method alters
the landscape of the likelihood by perturbing the relative

weight of the samples and progressively diminishing this
perturbation as a factor of the temperature parameter. In
the Stock dataset, the perturbation method initialized with
a starting temperature of 4 and cooling factor of 0.95, had
performance similar to that of IB-EM. However, running
time of the perturbation method was an order of magnitude
larger. For other examples we considered above, running
the perturbation method with the same parameters proved
to be prohibitively expensive. When run with more efficient
parameter settings, the perturbation method’s performance
was inferior to that of IB-EM. These results are consistent
with those of Elidan et al [4] who showed some improve-
ment for the case of parameter learning but mainly focused
on structure learning, with and without hidden variables.

We now turn to examine the continuation process more
closely. Figure 3(a) illustrates the progression of IB-EM
(on DigH3, C=2). The top panel shows training log-
likelihood per instance of parameters in intermediate points
in the process. This panel also shows the values of γ eval-
uated during the continuation process (circles). As we can
see, the continuation procedure focuses on the region where
there are significant changes in the likelihood. The middle
panel shows the likelihood on test data. As we can see, al-
though the training set likelihood increases as we increase
γ, the test set performance deteriorates at some stage, due
to overfitting the data.

This example suggests that we can improve performance
by using the model at γ∗ instead of at γ = 1. In sec-
tion 4.4 we suggested using a CV test that is based only
on the training data to estimate the critical value γ ∗. The
lower panel shows the CV estimate of the test set likelihood
using only the training data. Although these estimates are



biased, we see that they allow the learning algorithm to pin-
point the value of γ∗. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
this approach more clearly we examine a situation where
we have an excessive number of parameters. Namely, the
Naive Bayes model on the Digit dataset with C = 25. In
this scenario, we expect the learned model to overfit the
training data. And thus, we expect that γ ∗ is lower then
1. Indeed, as we can see in Figure 3(b) at early stages in
the learning the model clearly overfits the data. However,
using CV estimate of of γ∗, the procedure learns a model
with test set performance of −315.78 which is much better
than all other Naive Bayes models learned on this dataset.

7 Discussion and Future Work

In this work we set out to learn models with hidden vari-
ables. We described a method for reaching a high-scoring
solution by starting with a simple solution and following a
trajectory to a high-scoring one. The contribution of this
work is threefold.

First, we made a formal connection between the Informa-
tion Bottleneck principle [17, 6] and maximum likelihood
learning for graphical models. The Information Bottleneck
and its extensions are originally viewed as methods to un-
derstand the structure of a distribution. We showed that in
some sense the Information Bottleneck and maximum like-
lihood estimation are two sides of the same coin. The Infor-
mation Bottleneck focuses on the distribution of variables
in each instance, while maximum likelihood focuses on the
projection of this distribution on the estimated model. This
understanding extends to general Bayesian networks the re-
cent results of Slonim and Weiss [16] that relate the original
Information Bottleneck and maximum likelihood estima-
tion in univariate mixture distributions.

Second, the introduction of the IB-EM principle, allowed
us to use an approach that starts with a solution at γ = 0
and progresses toward a solution in the more complex land-
scape of γ = 1. This general scheme is common in
deterministic annealing approaches [15, 18]. These ap-
proaches “flatten” the landscape by raising the likelihood
to the power of γ. The main technical difference of our
approach is the introduction of a regularization term that
is derived from the structure of the approximation of the
probability of the latent variables in each instance.

Third, we applied continuation methods for traversing
the path from the trivial solution at γ = 0 to a solution
at γ = 1. Unlike standard approaches in deterministic
annealing and Information Bottleneck, our procedure can
automatically detect important regions where the solution
changes drastically and ensure that they are tracked closely.
In preliminary experiment results (not shown) the contin-
uation method was clearly superior to standard annealing
strategies. As we show in our experimental results, apply-
ing IB-EM to hard learning problems leads to solutions that
are often superior to the equivalent version of EM. More-

over, by using an early stopping rule, we can find solutions
at intermediate values of γ that are better at generalization.

The methods presented here can be extended in several
directions. First, by relaxing the mean field variational
approximation, we can explore a better tradeoff between
tractability and quality of learned model. Second, we have
used an approximate solution for performing continuation.
Better approximations might lead to more accurate results
(with fewer steps). Third, we showed that by using cross
validation we can detect γ∗ values where generalization
is better. Deriving a principled method for understand-
ing this generalization has both theoretical implications and
can lead to faster and more accurate learning. Finally, the
same principle can be generalized to problems of structure
learning, by replacing the parameter optimization step with
a structure learning procedure. This results in a natural ex-
tension of the structural EM [5] framework for learning
the structure as well as parameters of the Bayesian network
of interest.
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